Introduction
As usual, set The term \invariant" is due to Weber. If Q(!) is the algebraic number eld generated by the complex quadratic integer !; such that f1; !g is a basis for the algebraic integral domain, which is also called the maximal order of Q(!); then the absolute class eld of Q(!) is generated by the modular invariant j(!); which Weber calls a class invariant. More generally, if Z !] is any order of Q(!); then the ring eld of Z !] is generated by j(!): Often f(!); or f 1 (!); is in Q(!; j(!)); and in such cases, Weber calls f(!); or f 1 (!); an invariant as well. As G.N. Watson 37] remarked, \For reasons which had commended themselves to Weber and Ramanujan independently, it is customary to determine G n for odd values of n; and g n for even values of n:" If, as usual in the theory of elliptic functions, k = k(q) denotes the modulus, then the singular modulus k n is de ned by k n = k(e ? p n ); where n is a positive rational integer. Following Ramanujan, set = k 2 and n = k (d) If n 2 (mod 4);, then g n and n are units. Section 2 will be devoted to describing Ramanujan's determinations of G n and g n and recent e orts to establish Ramanujan's asserted values. We also o er a few remarks about the determination of n :
The celebrated Rogers{Ramanujan continued fractions R(q) and S(q) As intimated, (1.3) was rst introduced by L.J. Rogers 30] At the heart of the theorems on class invariants and q{continued fractions are theta functions. In Ramanujan's notation, set, for jqj < 1; Section 4 is devoted to explicit determinations of '(q) and certain products of the functions ' and : The determination of '(q) is equivalent to evaluating the complete elliptic integral of the rst kind K(k) and the ordinary hypergeometric series 2 F 1 ( but 23 which deals with the singular modulus associated with 1353 is included; I was pleased at getting this out, because the bulk of the singular moduli in the Notebooks can be obtained in the same way; I have not yet written out any of the latter properly, but have worked at many of them enough to make the formal writing out an easy matter. You will be interested to hear how Ramanujan got no. 23, particularly when you look at the length of the answer. I am absolutely convinced that he guessed it; I get out the others mentioned above by the same process of guessing."
In the rst 37] of two papers devoted to proving Ramanujan's class invariants, Watson employed this \empirical process" to calculate fourteen of Ramanujan's invariants and opined, \I believe that fourteen were obtained by Ramanujan by means of the empirical process which I described in the discussion of G 1353 :" We emphasize that Watson's process is not rigorous. Watson numerically calculated the values of G n and certain related invariants. He then numerically calculated certain polynomials of products and quotients of these invariants. Next, he found integers in appropriate real quadratic elds that numerically agreed with these polynomials. Then Watson assumed that, in fact, they are equal and so solved for G n : It seems to us that determining these polynomials, the appropriate real quadratic eld, and the algebraic integers that approximate them is extremely di cult without knowing beforehand, as Watson did, the requisite number elds and the appropriate algebraic integers. Thus, we are convinced, as much as Watson was to the contrary, that his \empirical process" was de nitely not the method employed by Ramanujan in determining the values of class invariants.
In his second paper 38] devoted to calculating Ramanujan's class invariants, Watson utilized modular equations. Here Watson's methods are likely to be close to those of Ramanujan. However, the method is applicable only when n is a square, a small prime times a square, or twice a certain prime, and so can be applied in only a limited number of cases.
Watson wrote four further papers 39]{ 42] on the calculation of class invariants. Among the dozens of invariants calculated by Watson in these papers were three previously unproved invariants found in Ramanujan's paper 26], namely, for n = 81, 147, 289, as well as eleven invariants of Ramanujan that had been previously veri ed.
Thus, after Watson's papers, a total of eighteen invariants of Ramanujan remained to be veri ed. In the introduction to 37], Watson remarked, \It is intended to publish the calculations involved in the construction of the set N + Q (the invariants appearing in both Ramanujan's paper 26] and the second notebook) as part of the commentary on the note{books by Dr. B.M. Wilson and myself." Although Watson and Wilson's e orts to edit Ramanujan's notebooks have been preserved in the library at Trinity College, Cambridge, Watson's work on these eighteen invariants cannot be found there. Thus, if Watson actually calculated these invariants, it appears that his work has been lost.
Proofs of Ramanujan's remaining eighteen class invariants recently have been given for the rst time by the authors 8], 9]. This work will be brie y described.
Five of the eighteen values of n are divisible by 9, namely, n = 117, 153, 441, 90, and 198. Our starting point is a relation connecting g n and g 9n found on page 318 of Ramanujan's rst notebook 27], but not in his second notebook. K.G. Ramanathan 23] , 24] noticed this relation, but apparently he never gave a proof. We 8] have proved this formula as well as a companion formula relating G n and G 9n : Variants of these two formulas were previously found by J.M. and P.B. Borwein 14, pp. 145, 149]. They also derived formulas connecting G 81n with G n and G 9n ; and g 81n with g n and g 9n :
We state below our theorem relating G n and G 9n : (3, 5, or 7) , and q is a \large" prime. Quite astonishingly, the class number for each of these thirteen imaginary quadratic elds Q( p ?n) equals 8. Moreover, there are precisely two classes per genus in each case. It was considerably more di cult to prove these thirteen values for G n than it was for the ve previously described values. We devised three approaches 9]. The rst employs Kronecker's limit formula and extends a method due to C.L. Siegel and Ramanathan 20] , 24]. This method is perhaps the most successful, since it can be utilized to establish all thirteen invariants. Furthermore, Ramanathan had used a simpler theorem based on Kronecker's limit formula to calculate several invariants, and Zhang 45] has developed further theorems of this type to give rigorous proofs of some of the class invariants unrigorously established by Watson 37] . Ramanujan was unfamiliar with Kronecker's limit formula and the additionally needed concepts of ideal classes and their characters, L{series of an algebraic number eld, genus theory and characters, class numbers, and units, and so clearly this approach is not close to any of the methods that Ramanujan might have used.
The second method employs class eld theory to make Watson's empirical method rigorous in the cases at hand. This procedure can also be used to calculate all thirteen invariants. Besides being rigorous, our version is superior to that of Watson because there is no need to know the value of the invariant in advance. In fact, a couple new invariants were calculated by using this method. However, Ramanujan was unfamiliar with class eld theory, and so this was clearly not the mode employed by Ramanujan. In his rst letter to Hardy, Ramanujan 28, p. xxvii] made the very strong assertion, (3.6) R(e ? p n ) can be exactly found if n be any positive rational quantity.
Watson 33] vaguely discussed (3.6) and claimed that R(e ? p n ) is algebraic.
Using a lemma which can be found in Stark's paper 32], we 10] have proved the stronger assertion that R(e ? p n ) is a unit for each postive rational number n:
Ramanujan found many other properties of the Rogers{Ramanujan continued fraction which he recorded at scattered places in the unorganized portion of his second notebook, his third notebook, and his lost notebook. For proofs of some of these theorems, see 2] and 1]. In particular, Ramanujan found beautiful equations relating R(q) with R(?q); R(q These equations can also be used to nd certain values of the Rogers{Ramanujan continued fraction, but generally the form of the evaluation that one so obtains is not attractive.
In a fragment published with his lost notebook 29, pp. 363{366], Ramanujan gives a list of fourteen theorems that he established for the Rogers{Ramanujan continued fraction. This is followed by ve theorems for his cubic continued fraction G(q); de ned in (1.4). In fact, Ramanujan writes, \I have also found empirically the following result : : : and many results analogous to the previous continued fraction." Motivated by this claim, Chan 15] , 16] has developed much of the theory for G(q) and likely has found several of the \many results" not divulged by Ramanujan.
First, we o er an exact formula for G(e ? p n ) that was proved in 8]. This is analogous to the formulas for R(e ?2 p n ) that arise from 
The Values of Theta Functions
Recall that '(q) is de ned in (1.5). Observe from (1.9) that an evaluation of any of the functions '; 2 F 1 ; or K yields an evaluation of the other two functions. However, such evaluations may not be explicit. For example, if K(k) is known for a certain value of k; it may be di cult (or impossible) to explicitly determine K 0 = K(k 0 ); and so q would then not be explicitly determined. Conversely, it may be possible to evaluate '(q) for a certain value of q; but it may be impossible to determine the corresponding value of k: Recall that k is given by 3 m; nEquation (4.11) is used in conjunction with (4.10), as in the rst approach. Analogues of (4.11) have also been established for a 5;n and a 7;n : Thirdly, general formulas for a m;n were derived by using Kronecker's limit formula. These formulas involve class numbers and fundamental units in real quadratic elds, and so this approach would have been unknown to Ramanujan.
We give one simple example to illustrate the rst approach. Let n = 5: Then, Another interesting product of theta functions is examined by Ramanujan in his lost notebook, and these numbers were studied by Ramanathan 24] , 25].
Concluding Remarks
Ramanujan recorded several hundred modular equations in his notebooks, and proofs of most of these can be found in 3], 4], and 5]. However, many of our proofs are not those found by Ramanujan, and more enlightening proofs are greatly desired. Perhaps Ramanujan merely enjoyed deriving modular equations. However, since some of them have now been employed in the computation of class invariants and values of theta functions, it is very likely that Ramanujan had applications in mind for many of his modular equations.
It also could be surmised that Ramanujan enjoyed computing class invariants because they are lovely numbers. This is likely true, but we have seen from their applications to resolving values of continued fractions and theta functions that Ramanujan had a broader agenda in mind.
The contemporary stages for much of the work described here are \modern" algebra and algebraic number theory. Ramanujan evidently knew nothing of these subjects. However, he must have discerned the special nature of the arithmetic and number theory in these situations and so had a deep understanding that he would have conveyed in a di erent language. His calculations of some invariants are particularly enigmatic. Our understanding of these subjects would be greatly enhanced if we could discover some of Ramanujan's thinking.
